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Love is in the air! Our favorite celebrity couples are big
when it comes to the romance department. Whether it’s the way
they look at each other during events, the surprises they do
for one another or the way they raise their celebrity babies,
it’s clear that the love is ever present. These celebrity
relationships give us major goals!

Cupid has compiled the five most
romantic celebrity couples in

Hollywood today :
1. John Legend & Chrissy Teigen: Our hearts just swoon, when
we see pictures of celebrity couple John Legend and Chrissy
Teigen. This celebrity relationship gives each other all of
them. Legend, a singer and musician, and Teigen, a model and
cookbook author, dated for four years before getting engaged
in 2011 and marrying in Italy in 2013. This past year in 2016,
they had their first child together. A beautiful daughter
named, Luna Simone Stephens. They give us major relationship
goals!
2. Blake Lively & Ryan Reynolds: Spotted: Blake Lively and
Ryan Reynolds being couple goals. This celebrity relationship
has definitely become “America’s Sweethearts.” Actors, Ryan
Reynolds and Blake Lively, met while filming Green Lantern in
2010, became an item and married in 2012. They have two
daughters, born in 2014 and 2016.
Related Link: Movies to get in the Mood for Valentine’s Day
3. Jay-Z & Beyoncé: Music moguls, performance icons and power
couple – Beyoncé and Jay-Z have been a married celebrity
couple since 2008. They had their sweet daughter, Blue Ivy
Carter, in 2012. This celebrity relationship just announced
that they are expecting twins! Romance is definitely in the
air.
4. Sarah Michelle Gellar & Freddie Prinze Jr.: One of the most
genuine and romantic celebrity couples in Hollywood, is hands
down, Sarah Michelle Gellar and Freddie Prinze Jr. The pretty
pair, and fellow actors, have been married since 2002. They
have two children together. They even co-starred in the film I
Know What You Did Last Summer and the Scooby-Doo movies
together. Now how cute will that be for their kids in real
life to watch? You may know her from Cruel Intentions and
Buffy The Vampire Slayer, but these two are slaying when it

comes to celebrity relationships!
Related Link: Wealthiest Celebrity Couples
5. Keith Urban & Nicole Kidman: Country crooner, Keith Urban,
and actress, Nicole Kidman, are a match made in heaven. The
married celebrity couple, tied the knot in 2006, in Australia.
They have two celebrity babies together. Urban always looks
adoringly at Kidman on the red carpet and at events they are
photographed at. There are many reports that this celebrity
couple are very down to earth.
Who are your favorite most romantic celebrity couples? Comment
below.

